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9 of 10 review helpful a good start to an excellent series By Beverly The vicar s daughter must find her own way in the 
world after the death of her father Rachel takes a governess position to two motherless children only to become very 
uncomfortable in the house that they share with their unloving aunt and servants some of whom are sinister The events 
as the plot unravels will keep you reading As with all of Pear Jane Peart launches an enthralling fictional series set 
against the dramatic backdrop of Victorian England In this suspenseful romance a young governess suspicions of a 
house guest are fueled by strange noises and missing valuables From Library Journal In another release by Peart 
Rachel Penniston takes a job as a governess at the home of successful businessman Brett Venable after the death of her 
father Rachel enjoys teaching her charges but she trembles at the anticipated changes that 
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